Deltek Costpoint Supplier Portal

Streamline Supplier Communications

Extend the power of your Costpoint Procurement solution by integrating comprehensive communications management capabilities that improve your overall purchasing efficiency and control. Learn how you can send and track messages and turn your purchase order (PO) chaos and endless email searches into timesaving control with Costpoint Supplier Portal.

Speed up the PO process and streamline communications. With Costpoint Supplier Portal, you can track, access and update all of your communications with suppliers and subcontractors in one central location. Buyers, suppliers and subcontractors can quickly glance at individual dashboards to see new POs, changes, and pending actions. Suppliers can acknowledge the receipt, communicate delivery date changes (expedites or push-outs) and address updates, while the system sends notification emails. All communications are centralized and organized, and documents can even be attached, ensuring everyone is up-to-date while keeping the project moving forward.

Minimize paperwork, phone calls and emails with Costpoint Supplier Portal

- **Self-service supplier communication tool:** suppliers securely access Costpoint to manage their purchase orders and communicate directly with your internal buyers.
- **Unique project-oriented supplier portal:** maintain project-level visibility and PO control with centralized communications which utilize your email system to send and receive notifications.
- **One version of the truth:** eliminate the need to search through silos of information, disparate network folders and buried emails by centralizing all PO communications and transactions in a seamless action history screen.
- **Spend less time resolving PO issues:** begin to digitally transform your vendor communications from transactional information to partnering in innovation.
- **Improve supplier and subcontractor relationships:** buyers, suppliers and subcontractors can answer and update PO status questions, anytime, anywhere.

Learn More at www.deltek.com/costpoint-procurement

Suppliers can access real-time information in secure dashboards with drill-down capabilities.